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simply the better solution

Dear Sir or Madam,
 
The global spread of COVID-19 is presenting us all with major challenges. Both in our
day-to-day and professional lives, we are having to deal with many restrictions
including having any face-to-face contact with our customers.
 
Therefore, our YouTube channel provides over 120 videos in various languages to
help you get to know our products and employees better. In our tutorials, we show
how easy our products are to use. It’s definitely worth taking a look!
 
Of course, even in these difficult times we aim to offer you the best possible
service. Our Customer Service team and our Sales team are available to help our
customers as usual.
 
Best wishes from Düren, Bern and Fiskeville
 
Aline Jansen
Marketing & Communication

Rubrikbalken
Tutorial Canvas

LUNA CANVAS PRIME SATIN AQ
Sihl offers lots of high-quality canvas products which look great thanks to their
brilliant colour rendering and they are also splashproof. In addition, there is no white-
scoring when processing the canvas. You can find out all about this for yourself in our
tutorial: where we show how easy it is to frame Sihl canvases to wooden stretcher
frames. For this you need a set of canvas pliers, a hammer and a stapler.
 

for more information, click here

 

Rubrikbalken
Tutorial Vliestapete

PREPASTED NON-WOVEN DESIGN2WALL FR 230
The non-woven wallpaper Prepasted non-woven design2wall FR 230 (2515) is
scratchproof, dimensionally stable and has fire safety certification. It is also impressively
easy to use as you can see in our tutorial: simply cut the panel to size, soak it in water
for a short period of time whilst unravelling it, apply it directly to the wall and using a
squeegee remove any air bubbles.
 

for more information, click here

 

Rubrikbalken
DARK TEXTILE

DARK TEXTILE TRANSFER PAPER 175
Designing textiles yourself is really easy and you can achieve this in next to no time with
Dark Textile Transfer Paper 175 (4232) and Light Textile Transfer Paper 140
(4234) by Sihl. Simply print the design you wish to use onto the transfer paper and
then transfer it to the fabric using an iron or a heat press. You can find detailed tutorials
for all combinations of heat transfer with light and dark textiles on our YouTube channel.
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Rubrikbalken
WallGrafX

WALLGRAFX PRIME 240 FR SATIN
The Sihl WallGrafX Prime 240 FR Satin (3517) is self-adhesive, can be repositioned,
is dimensionally stable and features a fire safety certification. The polyester fabric is
PVC-free, therefore making it environmentally friendly. As well as this, thanks to its dark
reverse side it achieves an opacity of 99%. It sticks to both smooth and textured
surfaces, can be stuck around edges and is therefore the perfect choice for your trade
fair stands, furniture and advertising applications.
 

Rubrikbalken
TriSolv Posterpapiere

TRISOLV POSTER PAPER PRIME 135 GLOSSY
Our tutorial shows how easy it is to apply Sihl TriSolv poster paper: simply fold, soak,
leave sealed in an airtight container and apply to the wall using poster adhesive. After
drying the results look great thanks to the high opacity and excellent colour brilliance. In
addition, our TriSolv poster papers are water repellent and thus suitable for both indoor
and outdoor use.
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If you no longer agree to personal tracking being used, you can revoke your consent
here. If you agree that personal tracking can be used, please activate it here.
 
You have received this newsletter as we would like to keep in touch with you either as
customer, cooperation partner or potential customer. Should you wish to be excluded
from our mailing list you can unsubscribe using the following link Hier abmelden 
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